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As the breezes pick up, the skies are aqua blue, and the
sunshine is magnificent.  As flocks of seasonal migratory

birds flapping along the rhythm of time and traversing between
the north and the south, they pass by the central Taiwan to stay
in winter and to reproduce there.  As the breezes pick up, the
skies are always crystal blue, and the sunshine is glorious.  These
seasonal guests come in flocks from almost every corner to Da
Du Shih by somewhat coincidence on purposes, perching on
Gaumei swamp.  It might be a fleeting  stop over; it could also
signify a perpetual wandering.

Unexpected to be coming to Wuchi, they have, however,
arrived gingerly but never  in daydreaming.  Astonished by the
appearance of the birds, admirers struggle with the waves
bravely to fly high like the birds.

Many that greet these expectant and rare visitors
are soldiers serving coast guard duties through
t h e r a n d o m selection.  They can be lik-
ened to landlocked birds form the central
region, in that they are abundant in number
and rather unique, and with a small number
of them choosing to stay permanently.  Besides, a ma-
jority of the soldiers also rotate along the reason, much like the
migratory birds, and the cycle goes on year after year, where
new visitors arrive every year, adding more love stories to the
little town.  A chance encounter finds a recruit who has turned
into an old-hand soldier, who calls on with their families, remi-
niscing with a touch of trepidation however.

Yet the true admirers come in the form of tourists, who
are much like the migratory gulls that call on the region in
midsummer, brining a touch of fanfare for Wuchi. The yearly
bird watching groups should; perhaps, be more appropriately
termed as the bird discovery journey; however, tourists are com-
ing for the natural scenery, local feature or humanity flare.  Some
could stare blankly at the scenic sights for hours, which makes
other wonder if they never get tired of staring at each other.
Though not everyone is into the same things, it remains true
that they begin to come in droves to Wuchi in this midsummer
pilgrimage, and the more the merrier.

Mixed in are some rare species of birds that actually stay,
which are water fouls that could only be occasionally spotted at
the dam or on the sandy beaches, particularly of the migratory
birds that take up the bulk.  Perhaps one couldn't really classify
the visitors passing through the central region as distinctly as
the bird groups, yet they continue to pass through Wuchi and
linger for Wuchi, much like the migratory birds in any of the
breezy seasons.

Here come the breezes again, and the skies remain so blue,
the visitors that are likened to the migratory birds would even-
tually spread their wings of memories, and brace forward in
the season when the breezes hit Wuchi again.
(The author is a member of the Wenliao security inspection
center, 3rd Head Patrol Platoon)
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